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UNIT M5-WOODWARD GOVERNOR 
 

 

OBJECTIVE 

 
The objective of this unit is to make you understand about 

  

• the principle of governing 

• duties of governor in locomotive engine and their types 

• features of woodward governor 

• hydraulic circuits pertaining to different activities of governor 

• testing of governor 

• trouble shooting of governor  

 

 

 

 

STRUCTURE 
 

• Principle of governing 

• Introduction to Woodward Governor 

• Basic governing section 

• Speed setting section 

• Load control section 

• Fuel limiting section 

• Load control override 

• Lube oil pressure shutdown and alarm 

• Testing of Governor 

• Trouble shooting 

• Summary 

• Self assessment 
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PRINCIPLE OF GOVERNING 

 

There is a particular RPM at which the efficiency of the engine is 

highest. This Rpm is guided by the pre assigned load to the engine. 

But the RPM of engine gets varied if the load on the engine gets 

changed. Hence to maintain the RPM constant, Governor is applied in 

the engine. The Governor basically makes the correction of engine 

speed by changing the amount of fuel supply into the engine, they 

are called speed governors. In the locomotive engine where fixed 

throttle system exists, Governor is required to maintain both the 

RPM and HP constant at any specific notch (throttle position). As 

such in the locomotive besides fuel correction, the governor makes 

correction on the load also. 

Depending upon how the Governor recognises the engine RPM and 

actuates for its correction the governors are classified as 

mechanical, hydraulic or electric. Sometimes they work in 

combination like Mech-hydraulic, electro-hydraulic etc. 

In all the diesel electric locomotive of Indian Railways either GE 

(electro hydraulic, Woodward (hydraulic) or Micro Controller Based 

Governor (MCBG) used. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

     The Woodward governor for locomotive applications is a 

Standard hydraulic governor which regulates engine speed with a  

number of special devices for locomotive and train operation. It 

senses engine rpm mechanically from cam gear through a set of gear 

train constituted in the base unit.  It includes an electro-

hydraulic speed setting mechanism for  remote control  of  engine 

speed, a  mechanical-hydraulic  load  control device  for  

automatic regulation of engine load  to  maintain  a specific power 

output at each speed setting, and a single  acting spring  return  

hydraulic  power servo. The power servo has a reciprocating or 

linear output. The governor usually has both a servomotor and a 

rheostat as an integral part of the governor to adjust the 

generator exciter rheostat. 

 

 

 

 

LAYOUT: Detailed layout of the Woodward Governor is shown through 

the sectioned diagram in the next page 
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          SPECIFICATIONS OF A TYPICAL WOOD WARD GOVERNOR 

 

Mounting Attitude :           Vertical 

 

Drive Shaft                   Keyed 1  1/8" - 48 Serrations 

 

Maximum speed Range           200 to 1600 RPM 

 

Drive Power                   1/2 hp at maximum drive speed  and  

                               normal hydraulic fluid viscosity. 

 

Hydraulic Fluid               Petroleum base-lubricating oil 

 

Recommended Viscosity Range   100 to 300 SUS (Minimum of 50 to 

                              a maximum  of 3000  SUS  for  wide  

                              range applications) 

 

Recommended oil temperature   140 to 200 deg F. 

range 

 

Supply                        Self contained (2.25 litres 

                              capacity approx.) 

 

Useful work capacity          8.0 foot pounds 

 

Maximum work capacity         12.0 foot pounds 

 

Stroke linear                 1 inch 

reciprocating output 

 

Weight                        105 to 130 pounds depending on 

                              optional features. 

 

 

     The basic Woodward locomotive governor has three functional  

sections, a basic governing section, a speed setting section  and  

a load control section. 

 

BASIC GOVERNING SECTION 
 

    This  section consists of an oil pump, two  accumulators,  a  

speeder  spring, a flyweight head and bushing assembly, a  thrust  

bearing, a pilot valve plunger, a buffer compensation system, and  

a power cylinder. 

 

     The  governor drive shaft passes through the  governor  base  

and  engages  the flyweight head and bushing. The  pump  supplies  

pressure  oil  for operation of the basic governor  section,  the  

speed  setting  section, the load control  system  and  all  other  

auxiliary features or devices. 
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    A   spring  loaded  accumulator  and  relief  valve   system  

maintains  the governor oil operating pressure at 100 psi.  Where  

the  operating  pressure  is  reached,  the  spring  pressure  is  

overcome and the oil is released to sump. The four check  valves  

in  the pump result in the same direction of flow  regardless  of  

the direction of rotation of the pump. 

 

     The  governor drive rotates the oil pump and  the  flyweight  

head and bushing . A thrust bearing rides on top of the flyweight  

head  toes permitting the rotational motion between the  downward  

force  of  the  speeder  spring and  the  upward  force  of  the 

flyweights.  

 

 

       
   The relative  motion  between  the  bushing  and   plunger  

minimises static friction. A "spring driven" ball head assembly is  

used  to lessen vibration from the engine. These  vibrations  may  

originate  from a source other than the drive itself.  But  reach  

the  governor through the drive connection. Unless  minimised  or  

eliminated, these vibrations are sensed as speed changes and  the  

governor  will continually adjust the full rack in an  attempt  to  

maintain a constant speed. 

 

 The  greater  of two opposing forces moves the  pilot  valve  

plunger  up  or down. Flyweight force tends to lift  the  plunger  

while  speeder spring force tends to lower the plunger. When  the  

engine is onspeed at any speed setting, these forces are balanced  

and the flyweights assume a vertical position. In this  position,  

the  control land on the pilot valve plunger is centred  over  the  

regulating port(s) in the rotating bushing. A change in either of  

these two forces will move the plunger from its centred position.  

The plunger will be lowered. 

 

     (1)  When the governor  speed setting is  unchanged  but  an  

additional load slows the engine and governor (thereby decreasing  

Flyweight force), or 

 

     (2) When engine speed is unchanged but speeder spring  force  

is increased to raise the governor speed setting. 

 

     Similarly, the pilot-valve plunger will be raised. 

 

     (1) When the governor speed setting is unchanged but load on  

the engine is reduced causing a rise in engine and governor speed  

(and hence, an increase in flyweight force), or 

 

     (2) Where engine speed is unchanged but speeder-spring force  

is reduced to lower the governor speed setting. 
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     When the plunger is  lowered  (an  underspeed   condition)  

pressure oil is directed into the buffer compensation system  and  

power cylinder to raise the power piston and increase fuel.  When  

lifted  (an  overspeed condition)oil is permitted to  drain  from  

these  areas  to sump and the power piston  moves  downward  to  

decrease fuel. 

 

     The buffer piston, springs and needle valve in the hydraulic  

circuits  between the pilot-valve plunger and power cylinder  make  

up  the  buffer  compensation system. This  system  functions  to  

stabilise  the  governing  action  by  minimising  overshoot   or  

undershoot  following  a change in governor speed  setting  or  a  

change in load on the engine. It establishes a temporary negative- 

feedback  signal  (temporary  droop) in  the  form of  a  pressure  

differential which is applied across the compensation land of the  

pilot  valve plunger. The flow of oil into or out of the buffer  

system displaces the buffer piston in the direction of flow. This 

movement increase the loading on one spring while decreasing  the  

load on the other and creates a slight difference in the pressure  

on  either  side of the piston with the higher pressure  on  the  

side  opposite  the spring being compressed. These  pressure  are  

transmitted  to  the opposite sides of the  plunger  compensation  

land and produce a net force, upward or downward which assists in  

recentring the plunger whenever a fuel correction is made. 

 

SPEED SETTING OR LOAD INCREASE 

 

     Increasing  the  speed  setting or increasing  load  on  the  

engine  at  a given speed setting have an  identical  effect.  In  

either  case, the flyweights move inward (underspeed) due to  the  

increase  in  speeder-spring  force or due  to  the  decrease  in  

centrifugal force caused by the decrease in engine speed as  load  

is  added.  The movement of the flyweights is translated  into  a  

downward  movement  of  the pilot  valve  plunger.  This  directs  

pressure  oil into the buffer system, causing the power  piston to  

move upward in the increase fuel direction. The oil pressures on  

either side of the buffer piston are simultaneously transmitted to  

the  plunger-compensation  land with the higher pressure  on  the  

lower  side.  The  net upward force thus  produced  is  added  to  

flyweight  force and assists in restoring the balance  of  forces  

and  recentring the pilot valve plunger. In effect, this  enables  

the  governor to control the additional fuel for  acceleration  by  

stopping  the power piston when the differential pressure  across  

the buffer piston reaches a level which causes enough net  upward  

force on pilot valve plunger to recentre it. 

 

     It  will,  therefore, be seen that the first  correction  to  

fuel, thus applied, is directly dependant on the amount of  speed  

error  (or  the difference in the speeder spring  force  and  the  

centrifugal  force).  As  the  engine  continues  to  accelerate  
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towards  the  set  speed, the  compensation  force  is  gradually  

dissipated to offset the continuing increase in flyweight  force.  

This  is  done by equalising the pressures on each  side  of  the  

compensation   land   through  the  needle  valve  at   a   rate  

proportional  to the continued rate of acceleration. If the  rate  

of  dissipation is the same as the rate of increase in  flyweight  

force,  the  pressure  differential is reduced  to  zero  at  the  

instant  flyweight force becomes exactly equal to speeder  spring  

force. This minimises speed overshoot and permits the governor to  

quickly  re-establish stable operation. The needle valve  setting  

determines  the  rate  at  which  the  differential  pressure  is  

dissipated  and  allows  the speed rise to be  "matched"  to  the  

leakage rate set with the needle valve. If the rate of speed rise  

does  not correspond to the leakage rate the pilot valve  plunger  

is  uncentred  again  and another fuel  correction  (increase  or  

decrease  depending on the direction of unbalance of pilot  valve  

plunger) is applied to bring the rate of speed rise in line  with  

that  corresponding to the set leakage rate. The  speed  recovery  

rate  can  thus be controlled to prevent  overshoot  or  hunting.  

Closing the  needle valve is thus analogous  to  increasing  the  

damping on the governor speed maintaining action. The  compressed  

buffer  spring returns the buffer piston to its centred  position  

as the pressure differential is dissipated. 

 

     Wherever  large changes in speed setting or load  are  made  

the buffer piston will move far enough to uncover a bypass port in  

the buffer cylinder. This limits the pressure differential across  

the  buffer piston and permits oil to flow directly to the  power  

cylinder.  Thus, the power piston is made to respond  quickly  to  

large changes in speed setting or load. 

 

SPEED SETTING OR LOAD DECREASE 

 

     Decreasing  the  speed  setting or decreasing  load  on  the  

engine at a given speed setting also are identical in effect, and  

cause  a  reverse action to that described above.  The  flyweight  

move  outward  (overspeed), lifting the pilot valve  plunger  and  

allowing  all to drain from the buffer compensation  system.  The  

buffer  piston  moves away from the area under the  power  piston  

which  then  moves downward in the decrease fuel  direction.  The  

differential pressure acting across the compensation land produce  

a  net  downward force tending to assist the  speeder  spring  in  

recentring  the pilot valve plunger before the engine  has  fully  

decelerated.   This   stops  power  piston  movement   when   the  

differential  pressure across the buffer piston reaches  a  level  

which causes enough net downward force on pilot valve plunger  to  

recentre it. As before, it will be seen that the first correction  

is  related to the speed error. Dissipation of  the  compensation  

force  occurs in the same manner as previously described and,  in  

this instance, controls the rate of reduction of speed. 
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COMPENSATION CUTOFF 

 

     With large decreases in speed or load, the power piston will  

move  to  the "no fuel" position and block the  compensation  oil  

passage  between the power cylinder and needle valve  to  prevent  

normal equalisation of the compensation pressure. This holds  the  

buffer piston off centre and the compensation force remains at a  

high  level  as the pressure differential cannot  decay  with  the  

compensation   oil   passage   blocked.   The higher   pressure  

differential,  added  to  the  effect  of  the  speeder   spring,  

temporarily  increases the governor speed setting.  The governor  

brings corrective action as soon as engine speed drops below  the  

temporary  speed setting and starts the power piston  upward  to  

restore  the  fuel supply in sufficient time to prevent  a  large  

underspeed  transient. The above action is sometimes referred  to  

as  "compensation cut-off". When the upward movement of the  power  

piston  again  uncovers  the  compensation  oil  passage,  normal  

compensating action will resume and start regulating the rate  of  

approach to the target speed. 

 

NOTE  :- Due to the location of the compensation  cut-off  portion  

the  power cylinder wall, the governor/fuel rack linkage must  be  

designed  so  that  the power piston"gap" does  not  exceed  1.03  

inches at idle speed no load. 

 

 

SPEED SETTING SECTION 
FIG1 

 

     This  section  consists of a speed setting  piston,  a  speed  

setting pilot valve plunger housed within a rotating bushing,four  

speed  setting  solenoids,  a triangular  plate,  and  restoring  

linkage mechanism. 

 

GENERAL 

 

     The  speed  setting section provides a  method  of  changing  

compression (force) of the speeder spring which opposes flyweight  

centrifugal  force. It does this by controlling the  position  of  

the  speed  setting piston in the speed  setting  cylinder,  when  

control  oil  is  admitted  to the  cylinder,  the  piston  moves  

downward,  compressing the speeder spring and raising  the  speed  

setting.  When  oil is allowed to drain from  the  cylinder,  the  

piston  spring forces the piston upward, reducing speeder  spring  

force  and lowering the speed setting. The flow of oil in or  out  

of  the speed setting cylinder is regulated by the speed  setting  

pilot  valve  plunger  in the rotating bushing.  The  plunger  is  

controlled by the solenoids which provide incremental control  of  

speed  in equally spaced steps. An integral gear on the  governor  

flyweight  head drives the bushing through a splined mating  gear  
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on the lower end of the bushing. 

 

SPEED SETTING 

 
      

 

 

 

     The  rate of movement of the speed setting piston  over  its  

full downward stroke (idle to maximum speed) is usually  retarded  

to  occur  over some specific time interval to  minimise  exhaust  

smoke  during  accelerations.  This done  by  admitting  governor  

pressure  oil into the rotating bushing through an orifice  which  

registers  with the main supply port once in every revolution  of  

the  bushing. This retards the rate at which oil is  supplied  to  

the  control port in the bushing and, thus, the rate of oil  flow  

to  the  speed  setting cylinder. The  diameter  of  the  orifice  

determines  the  specific  time interval which  may  be  anywhere  

within  a  nominal  range  of 1 to  50  seconds.  Typical  engine  

acceleration  period  for  switching  and  suburban  service   is  

approximately  5 seconds, for freight or passenger service  about  

15  seconds and for turbo supercharged engines the timing may  be  

as  much as 50 seconds to permit the supercharger  to  accelerate  

with the engine. 

 

     On  turbo  supercharged units. the rate of  movement  of  the  

speed setting piston over its full upward stroke (Maximum to idle  

speed)  also  is  retarded to  prevent  compressor  surge  during  

decelerations. This timing may be anywhere within a nominal range  

Fig 3 
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of  1 to 15 seconds. In this case, a vertical slot in the drain  

land  of the pilot valve plunger registers with a drain  port  in  

the rotating bushing once each revolution. This retards the rate  

at  which  the  oil is allowed to drain from  the  speed  setting  

cylinder. 

Three  of  the  four speed setting solenoids  A,  B  and  C  

actuate the speed setting pilot valve plunger by controlling  the  

movement  of  the  triangular plate which rests  on  top  of  the  

floating lever attached to the plunger. 

 

     The fourth solenoid D controls the position of the  rotating  

bushing  with respect to the plunger. Energising the A, B  and  C  

solenoids,  singly  or  in various  combinations,  depresses  the  

triangular  plate a predetermined distance. The movement  of  the  

plate  is transmitted through the floating lever to uncentre  the  

speed  setting pilot valve plunger and oil is sent to  the  speed  

setting  cylinder, forcing the speed setting piston  downward  to  

increase  the governor speed setting. Energising the  D  solenoid   

pushes  the rotating bushing downward and opens the control  port  

to  drain oil from the speed setting cylinder and  thus  decrease  

the speed setting. An identifying letter is found on the solenoid  

bracket adjacent to each solenoid. 

 

     Table 1 - Typical Engine Speed Chart 

 

THROTTLE  SOLENOIDS ENERGIZED           SPEED (RPM) 

POSITION     A   B   C   D         GOVERNOR  ENGINE 

---------------------------------------------------- 

STOP                     *              0         0 

IDLE                                  430       400 

  1                                   430       400 

  2          *                        522       486 

  3                  *                613       571 

  4          *       *                708       657 

  5              *   *   *            798       743 

  6          *   *   *   *            890       829 

  7              *   *                962       914 

  8          *   *   *               1074      1000 

----------------------------------------------------- 

 

Advancing or retarding the throttle control from one step to  

the  next  energises or de-energises the  solenoids  in  various  

combinations   to   increase  or  decrease   engine   speeds   in  

approximately  equal  increments. A  common  solenoid  energising  

sequence in relation to engine speed is given in Table 1. In  the  

arrangement  shown  all solenoids are de-energised  at  IDLE  and  

first  notch.  Energizing A increases speed by one  increment,  B  

adds  four increments, C adds two increments and D reduces  speed  

two increments when used in combination with A, B and C. When the  

throttle  is  moved  to the STOP position,  solenoid  D  only  is  

energised. 
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     Whenever a change in speed setting is made, the movement  of  

the speed setting piston, downwards or upward, is transmitted  or  

fed  back  through the restoring linkage and  floating  lever  to  

recentre the pilot valve plunger. This stops the flow of oil into  

or out of the speed setting cylinder at a position  corresponding  

to that speed setting.    

 

SPEED SETTING INCREASE 

 

 

 
 

 

 

     When  one  or  more of the solenoids  is  energised  by  the  

movement of the throttle, the solenoid plungers move downward and  

depress  the  triangular plate and in turn  the  floating  lever.  

Since the right end of the lever is attached to the lower end of  

Fig 4 
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the restoring link, the left end of the lever is forced  downward  

to  uncentre  (lower)  the  pilot  valve  plunger.  This  directs  

intermittent  pressure  oil to the speed setting  cylinder  which  

forces the piston downward to further compress the speeder spring  

and thereby increase the speed setting. 

 

     The  downward movement of the piston is transmitted  through  

the  restoring  linkage to right end of the  floating  lever  and  

causes it to move downward a proportional amount. This allows the  

loading  spring  under  the  pilot valve  plunger  to  raise  the  

plunger,  with the floating lever pivoting about  the  triangular  

plate.  This  action  will continue until the  plunger  is  again  

recentred, stopping the flow of oil in the speed setting cylinder  

at  the  instant  the  piston  reaches  the  new  lower  position  

corresponding to the increased speed setting. 

 

 

SPEED SETTING DECREASE 
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    Moving  the  throttle  to  a  lower  step  de-energizes   (or  

energizes)  one  or more of the solenoids and  causes  a  reverse  

action  to that of speed setting increase. The  triangular  plate  

moves upward, being held in contact with the solenoid plungers by  

a loading spring. This allows the loading spring under the  pilot  

valve plunger to uncentre (raise) the plunger which allows oil to  

drain from the speed setting cylinder. The upward movement of the  

speed setting piston is transmitted through the restoring linkage  

to recentre the plunger. 

 

Table 2 - Solenoid Adjustment for ALCO Engine 

 

Order of       Throttle       Energised      Item of 

Adjustment     position       Solenoids      Setting 

 

     1            6              ABCD        Base speed 

                                             setting nut 

 

     2            8              ABC         D 

 

     3            7              BC          A 

   

     4            4              AC          B 

 

  

 

    5        Idle or 1          None        C 

 

NORMAL SHUTDOWN 

(See Fig.5) 

 

     Under  normal operating conditions, the engine is shut  down  

by moving the throttle to the STOP position. This energizes the D  

solenoid  pushing  the  rotating bushing  down  and  opening  the  

control  port to drain the oil from the speed  setting  cylinder.  

The speed setting piston then moves up lifting the shutdown  nuts  

and  shutdown rod in the process. This lifts the  governor  pilot 

valve  plunger, draining oil from the buffer compensation  system  

and  allowing the power piston to move down to the  shutdown  (no  

fuel)  position. The upward movement of the speed setting  piston  

is limited by the stop screw. 

 

     The  speed  setting  piston stop  screw  limits  piston  rod  

travel.  Due  to  this the restarting of  the  engine  is  easier  

because  less  oil volume is required to move the  speed  setting  

piston down. 

 

LOW IDLE FEATURE 

 

     With  a  view to achieve fuel economy  the  Indian  Railways  

Fig 5 
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adopted  the low idle feature under which the engine runs at  340  

rpm at idle. This low idle setting is reached by energising the A  

and  D solenoids together. A look at Table 1 will  indicate  that  

this should ordinarily result in a speed setting of 314 rpm; i.e.  

idle  speed  minus the  86 rpm step ;between  notches.  Since  the  

desired  low idle speed setting is 340 rpm, it would appear  that  

this  is  unattainable.  However, the objective  is  achieved  by  

making  use  of  the  tolerances  for  speed  setting  at  various 

notches.  While carrying out the experimental trials  for  getting  

the low idle speed of 340 rpm M/s Woodward faced difficulties  in  

achieving   the  close  tolerance  of  4  rpm  at  normal   idle.  

Accordingly  this tolerance has been raised to +8 rpm. Even  with  

this  it  may not be possible to achieve low  idle  speed  within  

specified  tolerance  in one pass through the  setting  sequence.  

 

According  to the RDSO report "it may be necessary to  repeat  the  

governor speed setting sequence once again/few number of times by  

varying the position of base speed setting nut (forward/backward)  

every time in small increments (however by maintaining 6th  notch  

speed within tolerance limits) followed by remaining sequence of  

adjustments  in the specified order until the low idle  speed  is  

achieved within specified limits of tolerance." 

 

     The  recommended  speed setting sequence for WDM2  and  YDM4  

locos is given in Table 3. 

 

 

Table 3 Speed setting sequence for LOW IDLE feature 

 

STEP      SOL.       WDM2      WDM2      YDM4     YDM4      ADJUST 

 

                     Nominal   Gov.RPM   Nominal  Gov.RPM    (seq) 

                     Eng.RPM             Eng.RPM 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Low Idle  AD         340      365+4      340      307+4      - 

 

Idle/ 1    -          400      430+8      400      361+8     C (5) 

 

2         A          486      522+15     500      452+15     - 

 

3         C          571      613+15     600      542+15     - 

 

4         AC         657      706+4      700      633+4      B (4) 

 

5         BCD        743      798+15     800      723+15     - 

 

6         ABCD       829      890+4      900     813+4 Base Nut(1)  

  

7         BC         914      982+4     1000      904+4      A (3) 

 

8         ABC       1000     1074+4     1100      994+4      D (2)             
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------------------------------------------------------------------          

  

 

 

 

 

LOAD CONTROL SECTION 
FIG1 

     In  most governor applications, the primary function of  the     

governor  is  to automatically maintain a specific  engine  speed  

under varying load conditions by controlling the fuel flow to the 

engine.  With  the locomotive governor, a secondary  function  is 

included  to  maintain  a constant engine power  output  at  each 

specific speed setting. Thus, for each throttle setting, there is 

both  a  constant engine speed and a predetermined rate  of  fuel 

flow required. To satisfy both conditions, the load on the engine 

must  be adjusted as the locomotive operating  conditions  (speed 

and  locomotive auxiliaries) vary and it is the function  of  the 

load control mechanism in the governor to do this. 

 

NOTE :-    It should be kept in mind that maintaining a constant  

engine  speed does not mean that locomotive road speed also  will  

be constant. 

 

     Control  of  engine-load is achieved  by  regulating  engine  

speed  and fuel setting. This is done by adjusting the  generator  

field  excitation  current  through  the  use  of  a  vane  servo  

controlled  variable resistance in the generator  field  circuit.  

The vane servo is controlled by the load control pilot valve  and  

related  linkage in the governor. The load control  linkage is  so  

arranged  that  for  each speed setting there is  only  one  fuel  

setting  (engine  power output) at which the load  control  pilot  

valve plunger will be centred. 

 

     An increase  or decrease in either governor speed setting  or  

engine  load  will change fuel flow. The power piston  moving  in  

either the increase or decrease fuel direction will (through  the  

floating  lever linkage) move the load control pilot valve up  or  

down,  respectively. The vane servo decreases or increases  field  

excitation and in turn engine load. 

 

     The  vane  servo is a rotary type, and is  usually  integral  

with  the  governor  using governor oil for  its  operation.  It  

consists  of a commutator about which a set of  moveable  brushes  

rotate  to  change the value of the resistance in  the  generator  

field   excitation  circuit.  The  brushes  are  driven  by   the  

servomotor  which,  in turn, is controlled by  the  load  control  

pilot  valve.  The integral vane servo is used with  low  wattage  

pilot  or amplifier type excitation systems. Drain oil  from  the  

vane servo is circulated through the cover of the unit to provide  

necessary cooling for the resistor pack. 
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The  load control pilot valve plunger is suspended  from  the  

load control floating lever. The lever is connected to the  power  

piston tailrod at one end and to the speed setting piston rod  at  

the  other end. Any movement of either or both pistons  causes  a  

corresponding  movement of the plunger which is housed  within  a  

non-rotating  bushing.  Pressure oil is supplied  to  the  plunger  

either  externally  from  the engine lubricating  oil  system  or  

internally  from the governor oil pump. Two lands on the  plunger  

control  the flow of oil to or from the vane servo. Whenever  the  

the load control pilot valve in the governor column is uncentred,  

pressure  oil  is directed to one or the other side of  the  vane  

servo while the opposite side is opened to drain. This causes the  

vane to rotate which, in turn, rotates the contact brush assembly  

about the commutator. 

     
      

When internal governor oil issued for operation of the  vane  

servo,  a  supply (cut-off) valve is provided in  the  oil  supply  

passage  to  the  load control pilot valve. The  supply  valve  is  

closed  during  starting  so  that all  available  oil  from  the  

governor  oil  pump is delivered to the speed setting  and  power  

Fig 6 
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pistons to quickly open the fuel racks and thus minimise cranking  

time.  After  the  engine starts, the increase  in  governor  oil  

pressure opens the supply valve and restores normal load  control  

system  operation. This valve also serves  secondary  function,    

reducing  the oil pressure in the load control system to  control  

the vane servo response rate (timing). 

 

OPERATION WITH LOAD INCREASE 

 

     Assuming that the train is in motion and that the electrical  

load  is balanced with the desired engine fuel  (power  output)at  

the existing governor speed setting, the load control system will  

be stationary with the LCPV plunger centred. When a 

compressor  turns  or ( or any situation  increasing  load)  the  

engine  speed decreases and the governor increases fuel  flow  to  

bring  the engine back to the preset speed while  still  carrying  

the added load. 

     The  power piston moves upward simultaneously  raising  the  

right  end  of the load control floating lever,  which  in  turn,  

lifts  the LCPV plunger above centre. This directs  pressure  oil  

through  the  upper control port in the bushing to  the  decrease  

excitation side of the vane servo while opening the lower port  in  

the  bushing to drain. With a reduction in load, the engine  will  

overspeed  and  the governor will then act to  reduce  fuel.  The  

reduction  in the field excitation current and engine  fuel  will  

continue until the power piston and floating lever have  returned  

to  their original positions. The recentres the LCPV plunger  and  

stops the servomotor. Consequently, the electrical load is reduced  

sufficiently to bring the engine power output (fuel flow) to  the  

original level. At this point, the engine will have also returned  

to an on speed condition. 

 

OPERATION WITH LOAD DECREASE 

 

     Under the same conditions as stated above, a decrease in any  

load  will  causes  the engine to decrease fuel  and  ,  in  the  

process,  lower the right end of the floating lever.  This  moves  

the  LCPV plunger below centre and directs pressure  oil  through  

the lower control port in the bushing to the increase  excitation  

side of the vane servo. With an increase in load, the engine will  

underspeed  and  the  governor will act to  increase  fuel.  This  

increase  in  field  excitation  current  and  engine  fuel  will  

continue until the power piston and floating lever have  returned  

to their original positions. This recentres the LCPV plunger  and  

stops  the  servomotor.  Consequently  the  electrical  load   is  

increased sufficiently to again bring the power output (fuel flow)  

to the original level. 

 

OPERATION WITH SPEED SETTING INCREASE 

 

     Advancing  the  throttle to a higher step causes  the  speed  
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setting piston to move downward. This lowers the left end of the 

load control floating lever below centre. Pressure oil is directed 

to the increase excitation side  of  the vane servo. The governor 

acts to increase  fuel  to compensate  for  both  the  increase in  

speed  setting  and  the simultaneous  increase  in electrical 

load. As the  power  piston moves  upward, it raises the right end 

of the floating  lever  to return  the LCPV plunger to its centred 

position. This stops  the servomotor  as the power piston reaches 

its new  higher  position corresponding to the increased speed 

setting. At this point,  the electrical  load has been sufficiently 

increased to  balance  the increase in engine power output. 

 

OPERATION WITH SPEED SETTING DECREASE 

 

     Moving  the  throttle to a lower speed setting  causes  the  

speed setting piston to move upward. This raises the left end  of  

the load control floating lever and lifts the LCPV plunger  above  

centre.  Pressure oil is directed to the decrease excitation  side  

of  the  vane  servo.  The governor  acts  to  decrease  fuel  to  

compensate  both  for  the  decrease in  speed  setting  and  the  

simultaneous  decrease  in electrical load. As the  power  piston  

moves  downward. It lowers the right end of the floating lever  to  

return  the LCPV plunger to its centred position. This stops  the  

servomotor  as  the power piston reaches its new  lower  position  

corresponding in the decreased speed setting. At this point,  the  

electrical  load has been sufficiently decreased  to balance  the  

decrease in engine power output. 

 

LOAD CONTROL BALANCING & VANE SERVO TIMING 

 

     The rate of vane servo movement (timing) must be  controlled  

to  effect a controlled rate of load application and  to  provide  

stability  of  the overall system. Several methods  are  commonly  

used to provide a balanced action and are identical in that  they  

restrict  the  flow of oil to and from the vane  servo  and  thus  

determine its rate of movement. 

     The  timing valve assembly consists of two  adjustable  ball  

check  valves in series (See inset E, Fig.1). The ball valves  are  

individually  housed and internally installed in the top  of  the  

governor  column.  The  valves are  individually  adjustable  to  

provide the desired maximum rate of movement over the full travel  

of  the servomotor in either the increase or  decrease-excitation  

direction. 

 

MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM FIELD START ADJUSTMENT 

 

     The  load control system in the governor may be set  up  for  

either "Minimum" or "Maximum" field start. 

 

     MINIMUM FIELD START builds up engine load slowly,  providing  

a  smooth  take-up  of slack in the train. The  LCPV  plunger  is  
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mechanically set above centre with the throttle in IDLE position.  

Field excitation is retarded due to the retarded position of the  

LCPV  plunger.  The vane servo rheostat remains in  the  minimum- 

excitation position until the throttle is moved in the  increase- 

speed  direction.  This lowers the LCPV plunger to  the  recentre  

position and beyond to increase excitation. 

 

     MAXIMUM  FIELD  START enables the engine load to  build  up  

immediately   for  rapid  acceleration.  The  LCPV   plunger   is  

mechanically set below centre with the throttle in IDLE position.  

LCPV  plunger.  The vane-servo rheostat remains in  the  maximum- 

excitation position until the throttle is moved in the increase- 

speed direction to raise the LCPV plunger. 

 

LOAD CONTROL OVERRIDE 

 

      
 

 

Under    certain   condition   of   locomotive    operation,  

Fig 7 
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(transition,  maximum  field  start  and  wheel  slip),  it   is  

sometimes  desirable or necessary to override the normal  action  

of  the governor load-control mechanism to cause a  reduction  in  

generator-excitation  current when it would normally respond  by  

increasing excitation current. 

 

     The load-control-override mechanism in the governor consists  

of an overriding solenoid (ORS),a two-position overriding control  

valve,  and  an  overriding  piston  within  a  cylinder   which  

surrounds the upper end of the load-control pilot-valve  plunger.  

See  Fig.1.  Energising  the ORS pushes the  overriding  valve  

plunger  down closing the drain to sump and all  lowing  pressure  

oil  to flow into the overriding cylinder. The overriding  piston  

moves  upward,  contacting the spring collar on the stem  of  the  

LCPV plunger and lifting the plunger above its centred  position.  

The slot in the link connecting the LCPV plunger to the  floating  

lever  permits  the plunger to rise independently of  the  lever.  

This directs pressure oil to the decrease-excitation side of  the  

vane  servo,  thus  reducing generator output. When  the  ORS  is  

deenergized,  the overriding valve plunger moves upward,  closing  

the  pressure  port  and  allowing the  oil  to  drain  from  the  

overriding  cylinder.  This restores normal  load-control  system  

operation. 

 

TRANSITION  is a condition where the electrical circuits  between  

the  generator and traction motors are automatically changed,  as  

road  speed  changes, to provide more efficient  transmission  of  

electrical  power. Overriding is used in these  circumstances  to  

protect  the  switchgear  from arcing which  would  occur  during  

transition  if  high  current  existed  in  the  traction   motor  

circuits. 

 

WHEEL  SLIP  is a condition when rail and load  conditions  cause  

drive wheel slip, and an immediate decrease in load occurs at the  

traction  motors and generator. The resulting increase in  engine  

speed would normally cause the load-control system to respond  by  

increasing  generator output at a time when it should, in  fact,  

be   reduced.  Overriding  is  used  in  these  circumstance   in  

conjunction  with  wheel  slip  relays to  cause  a  reduction  in  

generator output until wheel slippage ceases. 

 

FUEL SCHEDULE AND LOAD CONTROL ADJUSTMENTS 

 

     It has been explained that the load control system has  the  

characteristic  of keeping the engine power (fuel rack)  constant  

at any notch. This is achieved provided the load control rheostat  

end limits are not reached before the load (fuel rack) is brought  

to  the  programmed  level. For every speed setting  there  is  a  

unique fuel position which will balance the LCPV plunger. It will  

be  readily  seen that for a higher notch  (speed  setting)  the  

lower position of the speed setting piston will result in  higher  
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fuel rack balancing position. Thus the load control will tend  to  

fix  the  fuel  rack  position for  each  notch  (speed  setting)  

according to the Fig.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FUEL 

RACK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              ENGINE RPM 

    Fuel Schedule (Fig: 8) 

 

    The  characteristic in Fig. 8 can be adjusted  according  to  

the design by suing the range adjustment and eccentric screws  at  

the  top  end  of the LCPV  suspension.  This  characteristic  is  

referred to as the fuel programme or fuel schedule. Ordinarily it  

is  a  straight  line with a slope as shown  but  on  some  locos  

considerations of notchwise power level spacing may require a two  

slope characteristic. This may be achieved by using the  optional  

two  slope  pickup  screw  arrangement  (not  described  in  this  

handout). 

 

RACK SETTING 

 

    When a calibrated governor is installed on the engine it  is  

necessary  to  adjust  the fuel rack linkage  so  that  specified  

governor power piston gaps result in specified fuel racks. A  well  

adjusted fuel schedule on the governor is meaningless unless rack  

linkage  is  aligned  carefully on the engine.  This  process  of  

alignment is commonly referred to as rack setting. 

 

     After  mounting the governor on the engine the spacer  block  

corresponding to notch 8 power piston gap (0.220" in case of WDM2  

and YDM4 Locos) is applied and the output shaft jacked up to make  

this  spacer  tight. (CAUTION- MAKE SURE THAT NOBODY  STARTS  THE  

ENGINE  IN  THIS  CONDITION) Now the  individual  FIP  racks  are  

adjusted so that they are at the specified notch 8 setting  (29mm  

for WDM2). The jack is taken out and the racks are checked to see  

that they satisfy the condition for stopping the engine. This  is  

merely  a check and the rack setting must be done only  with  the  

notch 8 spacer as described. 
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FUEL LIMITER  
 

GENERAL 

 

     The  fuel limiter is an auxiliary system designed  primarily  

for  use on Woodward governors installed on turbo  super  charged  

locomotive  engines.  It  is  used  with  absolute  manifold  air  

pressure as a reference. 

 

     During  acceleration  on turbo supercharged engines,  it  is  

possible  to  supply more fuel to the engine than can  be  burned  

with  the  available  air. This results from the  normal  lag  of  

supercharger speed. 

 

     The  fuel  limiter restricts the movement  of  the  governor  

power piston towards the increase-fuel direction, limiting engine  

fuel during acceleration, as a function of manifold air  pressure  

(an approximation of the weight of air available at any  instant).  

Fuel  limiting  improves  the  air  to  fuel  ratio  and   during  

acceleration,   allows   complete   combustion.   This   improves  

acceleration  and reduces smoke. Fuel limiting also protects  the  

engine  if the turbo supercharger fails or reductions  in  engine  

air supply occur due to other causes. 

 

     Fig.  4 illustrates the unlimited, limited and steady  state  

fuel  schedules  for  a typical engine together  with  a  typical  

acceleration transient from one steady state condition to another. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

          The  fuel limiter  is essentially consisting  of  a  

floating  lever,  a bellcrank, a pressure sensor and cam,  and  a  

hydraulic  amplifier  together with a feedback lever and  a  fuel  

limit lever. The right end of the floating lever is connected  to  

the tailrod of the governor power piston and pivots about one leg  

of the bellcrank. The left end of the floating lever rests on the  

right end of the hydraulic amplifier feedback lever. The position 

of  the  bellcrank, and therefore the position  of  the  floating  

lever pivot point is determined by the position of the fuel limit  

cam.  Raising the floating lever pivot as manifold  air  pressure  

increases,  allows  the governor power piston to  move  upward  a  

proportionally greater distance before fuel limiting occurs. 

      

The pressure sensor is a force balance device consisting  of  

an  inlet check valve, an orifice pack restriction, a piston  and  

cam  assembly,  a restoring spring, a bleed valve  and  either  a  

gauge  pressure or an absolute pressure bellows  arrangement.  The  

sensor establishes a corresponding piston ( and cam) position for  

each  different manifold air pressure. The  relationship  between  

manifold  air pressure and governor power piston  position  (fuel  

flow)  where  limiting occurs is determined by  the  profile  and  
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angular  tilt of the cam. Cam profiles are either linear  or  non  

linear    depending    on   engine   and    turbo    supercharger  

characteristics. 

 

     The  hydraulic amplifier is a pilot operated  single  acting  

hydraulic cylinder. The amplifier provides the force necessary to  

Fig 9 
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overcome  the  resistance  of the speeder spring,  and  lift  the  

shutdown  rod and the governor pilot valve plunger when the  fuel  

limit is reached for a given manifold air pressure. 

      

     Pressured  oil  enters the fuel limiter  through  the  inlet  

check  valve.  Oil is directed to the upper side  of  the  sensor  

piston and through the orifice pack restriction to the under side  

of the sensor piston. The inlet check valve prevents siphoning of  

the  oil  from the limiter housing during  shutdown  periods  and  

omits  the  time  lag  to refill  the  orifice  pack  and  piston  

cylinder. This prevents the sensor piston from going to  maximum  

fuel position during start up. The bleed valve regulates the  rate  

of oil flow from the area under the sensor piston to sump. 

 

     The  sensing  element  of the absolute  pressure  type  fuel  

limiter  consists  of two opposed, flexible  metallic  bellows of  

equal effective area. The upper bellow is evacuated and the lower  

bellow  senses manifold air pressure. A spacer joins the  bellows  

at the centre while the outer end of each bellow is restrained to  

prevent movement. Manifold air pressure acting internally on  the  

sensing bellow produces a force causing the spacer to move toward  

the  evacuated  bellow. The evacuated  bellow force  is  directly  

proportional to the absolute manifold air pressure. Movement  of  

the  bellows spacer is transmitted through an output strap and  a  

bleed valve pin to the bleed valve diaphragm. 

 

     The  bellows force tends to open the bleed valve  while  the  

restoring  sparing  force tends to close the  valve.  When  these  

opposing force balance, the bleed valve diaphragm floats just off  

of  its  seat  bypassing  oil to sump.  This  rate  of  oil  flow  

maintains  a constant volume of oil in the area under the  sensor  

piston. 

 

ACTION ON INCREASE OF SPEED SETTING 

 

     Assume  that the governor speed setting is  increased.  The  

governor power piston moves upward supplying the additional  fuel  

required  for  engine acceleration. Since manifold  air  pressure  

lags  engine  acceleration, the fuel limiter cam and  bell  crank  

initially  remain stationary  until manifold air pressure  rises.  

As  the governor power piston moves upward increasing  fuel,  the  

fuel  limit  floating lever pivots about the  upper  leg  of  the  

bellcrank  and depresses the right end of the feedback  lever  on  

the  hydraulic amplifier. This pushes the amplifier  pilot  valve  

plunger below centre allowing pressured oil to flow into the area  

under  the amplifier piston, causing the piston to rise.  As  the  

piston  rises, it simultaneously lifts the left ends of both  the  

fuel  limiter lever and the feedback lever. When the  fuel  limit  

contacts  the fuel limit nut on the shutdown bushing,  it  begins  

lifting  the  shutdown rod to recentre the governor  pilot  valve  

plunger.  The  upward movements of the fuel  limit  and  feedback  
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levers  continue  until  the  left  end  of  the  feedback   lever      

raises  far enough to recentre the amplifier pilot  valve  plunger  

stopping  the upward movement of the governor power piston.  This  

limits the amount of fuel to provide a proper air/fuel ratio  for  

efficient  burning.  Although the governor flyweights are  in  an  

underspeed  condition  at  his  time,  the  power  piston  remains  

stationary until manifold air pressure rises. 

 

     As  engine  speed and load increase, manifold  air  pressure  

rises  after  a  short time lag. The  increase  in  manifold  air  

pressure produces a; proportionate increase in the sensing force.  

The increased sensing force, causes the bleed valve diaphragm  to  

move  further off its seat. This allows a greater flow of oil  to  

sump. The increased flow rate results in greater drop of pressure  

across the orifice pack and the pressure in lower chamber  falls.  

This  disturbs  the equilibrium of sensor piston  and  it  starts  

moving down. The downward movement increases the restoring spring  

force  and  the bleed valve diaphragm moves closer to  the  seat.   

The oil leakage rate falls and the pressure in the lower  chamber  

recovers.  The downward movement increases the  restoring  spring  

force  and  the bleed valve diaphragm moves closer to  the  seat.   

The oil leakage rate falls and the pressure in the lower  chamber  

recovers.  The downward movement of the sensor piston,  therefore,  

stops  when  the restoring spring force and oil  pressure  acting  

upwards  again  balance the force due to  governor  oil  pressure  

above  the  sensor piston. Thus for every value of  manifold  air  

pressure  there  is a corresponding equilibrium position  of  the  

sensor piston and the cam. 

 

     As  the sensor piston and cam move downward in  response  to     

a  rise in manifold air pressure, the bell crank rotates in a  cw  

direction.  This allows the floating lever pivot point, the  left  

end of the lever and in turn the hydraulic amplifier pilot  valve  

plunger to rise. 

 

     The loading spring under the pilot valve plunger  maintains  

a positive contact between the plunger levers, bellcrank and cam.  

When the pilot valve plunger rises above centre, the oil under the  

amplifier  piston  bleeds to sump through a  drilled  passage  in    

the  centre of the plunger. The passage in the plunger  restricts  

the  rate of oil flow to sump and decreases the rate of  movement  

of  the  amplifier piston to minimise hunting.  As  the  amplifier  

piston moves downward. The left end of the fuel limit lever  also  

moves downward. This lowers the shutdown rod which in turn lowers  

the governor pilot valve plunger and increases engine fuel. 

 

     The   sequence  of  events  described  above  occurs  in   a  

continuous  and  rapid  sequence. Normal  governor  operation  is  

overridden  during  an acceleration transient and engine  fuel  is  

scheduled  as a function of manifold air pressure, regardless  of  

governor  speed  setting.  To prevent  interference  with  normal  
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governing  action during steady state operation, the  fuel  limit  

piston and cam, therefore, continue their downward movement until  

sufficiently below the effective limiting point. 

    

ACTION ON DECREASE IN MANIFOLD AIR PRESSURE 

 

     A  drop in manifold air pressure rotates the bellcrank to  a  

ccw  direction.  This  lowers  the  fuel  limit  floating  lever,  

depressing the pilot valve plunger and releases pressured oil  to  

the  underside  of  the amplifier piston. The  shutdown  rod  and  

governor  pilot valve plunger are raised, releasing oil from  the  

power piston cylinder to sump, and decreasing fuel to the  engine.  

The  left  end  of the fuel limit floating  lever  pivots  upwards  

releasing  the hydraulic amplifier pilot valve plunger  upward.  

As  the  control land of the pilot valve plunger opens  the  port  

from  the piston cylinder, oil is bled to sump through a hole  in  

the  pilot  valve  plunger shaft. The shutdown  rod  is  lowered,  

allowing  the governor pilot valve plunger to recentre. 

 

LOAD CONTROL OVERRIDE LINKAGE (Optional) 
 

 

     The  load control override linkage consists of an  overriding  

lever which connects the left end of the fuel limit lever to  the  

load control overriding solenoid through a pin and a yield  spring  

combination. The overriding solenoid adjustment set screw must be  

adjusted  to  fully  depress  the  overriding  solenoid   plunger  

completely,  at a point just before the fuel limit lever  contacts  

the fuel limit nut. Pressurised oil is released to the  underside  

of  the overriding piston, lifting the load control  pilot  valve  

plunger  in  the  decrease load  direction.  During  acceleration  

transients   when  fuel  limiting  occurs,  the   integral   vane  

servomotor begins to unload prior to an acceleration lag reducing  

overload  and poor acceleration. Depending on engine  and  turbo- 

supercharger characteristics, premature unloading can permit  the  

engine to pressure rapidly enough to prevent any fuel limiting to  

take place. 

 

     As  engine speed nears  the new  setting  and  manifold  air  

pressure  rises,  a  downward movement of the  fuel  limit  lever  

permits the overriding solenoid plunger to rise. Oil is  released  

from  under the load control overriding piston to sump,  lowering  

the  load  control pilot valve plunger. The  load  control  pilot  

valve  plunger  moves down, releasing pressured oil to  the  vane  

servomotor  and increases excitation. This restores load  on  the  

engine according to normal load control settings. 
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ADJUSTMENTS 

 

         Fig. shows the typical fuel limit obtained by  the  fuel  

limiter. The fuel limit curve has to be adjusted by using various  

adjustments  in  the linkage and the pressure sensor.  The  steps  

involved are given below. 

 

1.   Pressure Sensor Calibration :- With zero gauge pressure  the  

eccentric adjustment screw is turned till the sensor piston is  a  

specified distance (say 0.165 inch) below its topmost position. 

 

2.    Linkage  Adjustment :- Adjust fuel limit nuts so  that  the  

fuel limit lever is nearly horizontal (determined visually)  when  

it just touches the bottom of fuel limit nuts. 

 

3.    Fuel  Limit  Low  End  Setting  :-  Adjust  the  fuel  limit  

adjustment  screw  till the specified fuel limit is  obtained  at  

zero gauge pressure. 

 

4.    Fuel  Limit High End Setting :- Adjust the fuel  limit  cam  

angle  till the specified fuel limit is obtained at the high  end  

of the fuel limit schedule. Repeat steps 3 and 4, if necessary. 

 

Fig.  5  illustrates the  interrelationship  and  individual  

effects of the fuel limit adjustment screw and the fuel limit cam  

angle (tilt) on fuel limit schedule. Adjustment of the fuel limit  

screw raises for (or lowers) the schedule a like amount over  its  

entire length. Adjustment of the fuel limit cam alters the  slope  

of  the  schedule with the greatest change occurring at  the  high  

end.  The  contour  of the schedule is a reflection  of  the  cam  

profile and may be non-linear as illustrated or linear. 

 

 

LUBE OIL PRESSURE SHUTDOWN AND ALARM 
 

 

     Engine  oil  pressure  is  directed  to  the  oil   pressure  

diaphragm.  The  shutdown  valve  plunger  is  connected  to  the  

diaphragm  which has three forces acting on it. Load  spring  and  

engine  oil pressures act to move it to the right while  governor  

speed  setting  servo oil pressure acts to move it to  the  left.  

Normally, load spring and engine oil pressures hold the diaphragm  

and  shutdown valve plunger to the right, permitting oil  to  the  

left of the shutdown piston to drain to sump. 

 

When  engine  lube oil pressure drops below a  safe  level,  

speed setting servo oil pressure (which is dependent on the speed  

setting  and  on  the rate of the  speed  setting  servo  spring)  

overcomes  the  load spring and engine oil  pressure  forces  and  

moves  the  diaphragm  and shutdown valve plunger  to  the  left.  

Governor  pressure  oil  is directed around  the  shutdown  valve  
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plunger  to the shutdown piston and ;moves it to the  right.  The  

shutdown  piston moves the inner spring and the shutdown  plunger  

to  the  right.  The  differential  piston  with  two  diaphragms  

allows  a  high engine lube  oil  pressure  trip  point  

 
 

      

 
 

without  a corresponding increase in the speed setting servo  oil  

pressure.  The  engine lube oil pressure  required  to  initiate  

shutdown   is   increased.  When  the  shutdown   plunger   moves  

sufficiently,  it trips the alarm switch. In addition oil  trapped  

above  the governor speed-setting servo piston flows at  down  the  

Fig 10 

Fig 11 
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smaller  diameter  on the left end of the  shutdown  plunger  and  

drains to sump. This action allows the speed setting servo spring  

to  raise the speed setting servo piston. When the  piston  moves  

sufficiently, the piston rod lifts the shutdown nuts and rod. The  

shutdown  rod lifts the governor pilot valve plunger. When it  is  

lifted  above  its centred position oil trapped below  the  power  

piston drains to sump and the power piston moves to the no  fuel  

position. 

 

ANTI-BLOCKING VALVE 

 

     "Blocking"  the  shutdown mechanism by pushing  the  plunger  

back  or  by  stopping its outward movement will  not  prevent  a  

shutdown. A spring loaded ball valve within the shutdown  plunger  

is  normally held on its seat and has no effect on the  operation  

of  the shutdown mechanism. However, in the event of a  blocking  

action as described, the action of the shutdown piston pushing on  

the valve pin, will move the ball valve off its seat and the  oil  

from  the  speed setting piston will drain through  the  shutdown  

plunger  and out to the governor sump. This will shut the  engine  

down as previously explained. 

 

 

 

BYPASS VALVE 

 

     Governor pressure oil is supplied to the shutdown piston  in  

one of two ways, depending on the speed setting. At 2nd notch and  

above,  the  bypass  valve  is moved down off  its  seat  by  the  

triangular  plate. Governor pressure oil passes directly  to  the  

shutdown piston and immediately initiates engine shutdown in  the  

event of lube-oil failure. 

 

     When starting and at idle speeds, the bypass valve is closed  

(due to the higher position of the triangular plate) and governor  

pressure  oil travels through an intermittent flow orifice in  the  

rotating  bushing. With each rotation of the bushing, a  slot  in  

the bushing registers with an oil supply passage in the  governor  

column  and  a hole in the adjustment sleeve.  Thus  intermittent  

pressure  oil  is  passed  to the  shutdown  valve  plunger.  The  

adjustment  sleeve may be turned (by readjusting the  time  delay  

pointer)  so that the cross sectional area of the oil passage  is  

increased or decreased. Thus the volume of oil supplied with each  

rotation  of the bushing is increased or decreased.  Turning  the  

pointer  cw increases volume and decreases the time  required  to  

pass sufficient oil to initiate shutdown. 

 

SHUTDOWN PRESSURE LEVEL 

 

     Since  the speed setting servo oil pressures are  higher  at  

higher  notches, the pressure of engine oil required to keep  the  
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shutdown  valve plunger to the right will be higher.  This  means  

that  with this device the operating point (engine oil  pressure)  

will  be higher at higher notches. This matches with  the  normal  

design considerations for the safe operation of the engine. 

 

 

 

GOVERNOR TEST 
 

     The  need  or  maintaining test charts  for  every  Woodward  

governor  leaving the test room cannot ;be  over emphasised.  Well  

designed  test  charts  given the setting  sequence  and  briefly  

indicate  the  method of setting. When  carefully  followed  they  

serve  to  remind the workman of what he must do.  Ignoring  the  

importance of these charts could be an unnecessary invitation  to  

trouble. 

 

     It   must  be  mentioned  that  there  is  nothing  like   a  

universally  applicable  test  chart  for  all  governor   models  

employed  even  on one class of locos. Ensure that the  test  room  

staff  has sufficient copies of the relevant test charts for  all  

the  models being tested or calibrated by them. These charts  can  

be obtained from DLW, RDSO and M/s Woodward. A typical test chart  

for particular model in use on WDM2 Locos is given in Table 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 - TEST RECORD OF WOODWARD ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC GOVERNOR 

 

     Shed -                   Model No.8573-463 

     Date of Removal -        Gov.Sl.No. - 

     From Loco No.-           To Loco No. - 

     Cause of Removal -       Tested on Dt. - 

                              Tested By 

                              Date  Fitted - 

 

 

1. Tested with SAE30 oil at 170 - 190 deg F case temperature. 

                                                       YES/NO 

2. Governor oil pressure at 150 rpm.    ......psi 

          (Range 100-110 psi) 

 

3.  Close compensating needle valve and back off 2 to 3 turns  to  

reduce damping while following the adjustment procedures. 

 

4.  Apply  60" of Hg. gauge pressure to the  pressure  sensor  in  

order to ease the fuel limit. 
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5. Speed Adjustment 

 

Not- Sol. Nominal   Tolerance      Adj. Seq.      Actual Speeds 

ch       Test Std  Bracket                   Increasing Decreasing 

          rpm       rpm 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1    -    430       426-434        C    5         ....    .... 

 

2    A    522       507-537                       ....    .... 

 

3    C    613       598-628                       ....    .... 

 

4    AC   706       702-710        B    4         ....    .... 

 

5    BCD  798       783-813                       ....    .... 

 

6    ABCD 890       886-894        Base 1         ....    .... 

 

7    BC   982       978-986        A              ....    .... 

 

8    ABC 1074      1070-1078       D              ....    .... 

-------------------------------------------------------------------     

 

6.Speed Setting Timing 

 

   Notch l to notch 8 (Range 11-21 sec.)    .......sec 

 

 

7.Normal Shutdown 

   

  a. Adjust the shutdown bushing to have 0.032 + 0.005 inch   

     (0.8 + 0.1 mm) clearance above speed setting piston at idle. 

   

  b. Adjust speed setting piston stop screw by turning it in till  

     it  makes  contact with the speed setting  piston  and  then  

     backing it out by two turns. 

     

8. Lube Oil Shutdown 

 

     a. Tripping pressure at notch l (Range 28-32 psi).....psi 

     b. Tripping pressure at notch 8 (Range 55-59 psi).....psi 

     c. Adjust bypass screw to just obtain ;instant trip at notch  

        1 then back up screw 1/2 turn. 

     d. Time delay at idle (Range 35-45 sec).         .....sec 

     e. Trips instantly at notch2.                          YES/NO 

     f. Shuts down if shutdown plunger is pushed or pulled YES/NO 
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     G. Signal switch operates.                            YES/NO 

 

 

 

 

9.Load Control Schedule 

 

     Align the load control pointer to the`O' mark when the  LCPV  

plunger is in the balanced position as indicated by the indicator  

dot  remaining stationary at any point other than the minimum  or  

maximum  positions. With60" of Hg gauge pressure applied  on  the  

bellows,  adjust  the eccentric and range  adjustment  screws  to  

obtain the following fuel schedule. 

 

     a.  At notch 8 and with the 0.220 inch spacer tight  in  the  

piston  gap, adjust the eccentric screw so that the load  control  

indicator is stationary but not at extremes. 

     b.  At notch 1 and with the 0.820 inch spacer tight  in  the  

piston  gap,  adjust  the  range adjustment  screw  so  that  the       

load control pointer points to`O' mark. 

     c. Repeat steps a and b till the fuel schedule is obtained. 

 

10. Manifold Pressure Fuel Limiting. 

 

     a. Adjust valve seat eccentric so that sensor piston is down  

0.165 inch from its top at zero gauge pressure. 

     b. Adjust cam angle and fuel limit adjusting screw to obtain  

the following schedule with speed bogged 7 - 13 rpm at notch 8. 

 

Absolute Press.  Gap (Inches)   at Limiting  Actual Gap 

in inches of Hg   Normal       Tolerance      inches 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

     30             0.795     0.790-0.800    ........... 

      

     34             0.615     0.600-0.630    ........... 

 

     50             0.375     0.360-0.399    ........... 

 

     65             0.222     0.207-0.237    ........... 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

11. Overriding Solenoid 

 

     a. Loosen lock nut on ORS and turn the adjustment screw down  

        till  armature bottoms. Back off screw by 2.5  turns  and  

        secure by lock nut. 

 

 

     b. Adjust override trip lever so that the mechanical override  

takes place 0.005 - 0.015 inches (of tail rod movement) prior  

to  
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the fuel limiting. 

     c. Check that ORS functions normally when energised. 

 

 

 

 

12. Vane Servo Timing 

 

     a. Check timing with the load control indicator pointing  to  

        maximum or minimum marks. 

     b. With ball valves open the timing to be within 6 - 10 sec. 

     c. Adjust the ball valve to set the timing from maximum  to  

        minimum position (Range 9-11 sec)          ........sec 

     d. Adjust  the ball valve to set the timing from  minimum  to  

        maximum position. (Range 28-32 sec)       ........sec 

 

13. Excitation Resistor 

 

     a. Resistance with the vane servo at maximum. ........sec 

               (should be less than 0.1 ohms) 

     b. Resistance  increases uniformly without  indication  of  

        open  or  short as the vane servo moves from  maximum  to  

        minimum.                                       YES/NO 

     c. Resistance at minimum position of servo 

               (Range 27.5 to33.5 ohms)            ........ohms 

 

14.General 

     a. Speed setting servo scale aligned at idle and scribed at 

        notch 8.                                       YES/NO 

     b. Gap scale on tail rod set at 1/2" with0.500" gap block. 

                                                       YES/NO 

     c. Governor free of leaks.                        YES/NO 

     d. Solenoids Operate at 64 volts or less.         YES/NO 

     e. Reset  needle valve to 1/4 turn open  (or  according  to  

        experience). Final setting must be done on the engine. 

     f. Governor cover sealed with the authorised seal. YES/NO 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signatures of the Mechanic         Signatures of the Supervisor 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

     It is impossible to anticipate every kind of trouble that is  

encountered  in  the field. This covers the most  common  troubles  

experienced.  Poor  governing  may  be  due  to  faulty  governor  

performance,  or  it ;may be due to the  governor  attempting  to  

correct  for faulty operation of the engine or  turbine  auxiliary  

equipment.  The effect of any auxiliary equipment on the  overall  

control  requirements of the governor also must be considered.  A  

carefully maintained test chart will assist in trouble shooting. 

 

OIL 

 

     Fill  the  governor with oil to the mark on  the  oil  level  

gauge  with the engine idling. Oil must be VISIBLE IN  THE  GAUGE  

GLASS during all other conditions. 

 

     Dirty oil causes approximately 50% of all governor troubles.  

Use  clean  new or filtered oil. containers should  be  perfectly  

clean.  Oil contaminated with water breaks down  rapidly,  causes  

foaming and corrodes internal governor parts. 

 

COMPENSATING NEEDLE VALVE 

 

     The compensating needle valve must be correctly adjusted with  

the governor controlling the engine, even though the compensation  

may  have been previously adjusted at the factory or on  governor  

test equipment. Although the governor may appear to be operating  

satisfactorily  because the unit runs at constant  speed  without  

load, the compensation may still not be correctly adjusted. 

 

     High  overspeeds  and low underspeeds , or  slow  return  to  

speed  after a load change or speed setting change, are  some  of  

the  results  of an incorrect setting of the  compensating  needle  

valve. 

 

 

DEFINATIONS 

 

     Use  the  chart  on the following  pages  to  determine  the  

probable  causes  of  faulty  operation  and  to  correct   these  

troubles. Terms used in the chart are defined as follows :- 

 

HUNT 

 

     A  rhythmic variation of speed which can be  eliminated  by  

blocking  governor operation manually but which will  recur  when  

returned to governor control. 
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SURGE 

 

     A  rhythmic  variation of speed always of  large  magnitude,  

which can be eliminated by blocking governor action manually  and  

which  will not recur when returned to governor  control,  unless  

speed adjustment is changed or the load changes. 

 

JIGGLE 

 

     A high frequency vibration of the governor fuel rod end  (or  

terminal shaft) and fuel linkage. Do not confuse this with normal  

controlling action of the governor. 

 

PRELIMINARY INSPECTION 

 

     Governor  troubles are usually revealed in speed  variations  

of the prime mover, but it does not necessarily follows that such  

variations  are  caused  by the  governor.  When  improper  speed  

variations appear the following procedure should be performed. 

 

1.   Check  the  load to be sure the speed changes  are  not  the  

result  of  malfunctions  in the  vane  servo  generator  control  

circuits, switchgear etc. 

 

2.   Check engine operation to be sure all cylinders  are  firing  

properly  and  that  the fuel injectors  are  in  good  operating  

condition and properly calibrated. 

 

3.   Check  linkage between governor and fuel racks  to  be  sure  

there is no binding or excessive backlash. 

 

4.  Check setting of governor compensation needle valve. 

 

5.  Check speed setting circuits for voltage level and sequencing. 

 

6.  Check for fuel pressure changes. 

 

7.   Check governor oil pressure. a test port is provided in  two  

sides of the governor power case for this purpose. 

 

8.   The source of most troubles in any hydraulic governor  stems  

from dirty oil. Grit and other impurities can be introduced  into  

the  governor with the oil, or form when the oil begins to  break  

down  (oxidise) or become sludgy. The internal moving  parts  are  

continually  lubricated  by  the oil  within  the  unit.  Valves,  

pistons and plungers will stick and even "freeze" in their bores. 

due to excessive wear caused by grit and impurities in the oil. If  

this  is  the  case erratic operation and poor  response  can  be  

corrected by flushing the unit with fuel oil or kerosene. The use  

of  commercial  solvents is not recommended as  they  may  damage  

seals or gaskets. 
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9.   Check drive to governor for any evidence of  misalignment,  

roughness, excessive backlash etc. 

 

10.  Remember that no repair should be attempted on the  governor  

while  it is installed on the engine. The only  acceptable  place  

for internal adjustments of a Woodward governor is the test stand.  

It is a good practice to permit the opening of governor cover only  

in the dust free test room. 

 

 

 

               Table 5 - Troubleshooting 

 

TROURBLE    CAUSE                           CORRECTION 

1. Engine   A. Needle valve adjustment  Adjust needle valve. 

   hunts          incorrect           

   or 

   surges   B. Lost motion in engine    Repair linkage, fuel  

                                             pumps. 

            C. Low oil level. No harm   Add oil slowly to the 

               will be done if top of   correct level in gauge. 

               oil is visible in   

               gauge glass. 

                

            E. Dirty oil, foaming oil   Drain oil, flush governor  

                  in governor.          to clean and  refill with  

                                        proper clear oil bleed air 

                                        and adjust the needle valve 

            F. Governor worn or not   a. Check flyweight pins 

                  correctly adjusted     and bearings for wear. 

                                      b. Check flyweight toes 

                                         for wear and flat spots. 

                                      c. Check flyweight head  

                                         thrust bearing. 

                                      d. Pilot valve plunger may 

                                         be sticking. Clean and 

                                         polish if necessary. 

                                         (CAUTION - Do not break 

                                         corners of control land.) 

                                      e. Check vertical adjustment 

                                         of pilot valve plunger 

                                         and correct, if necessary 

                                                   

                                      f. Clean and polish all  

                                        moving parts to ensure 

                                        smooth and free operation. 

 

 

2. Fuel     A. Low oil pressure in  a. Check governor pump 

   pump           governor              gears and gear pockets 
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   racks                                for excessive wear. No  

   do not                               correction except to 

   open                                 replace worn parts.                

   quickly                           b. Flush governor and 

   when                                 refill with clean oil 

   cranking                             to remove dirt in pump 

   engine                               check valve. 

 

            B. Cranking speed too low     Correct condition 

           

            C. Shutdown nuts not          Adjust correctly 

               adjusted correctly. 

 

3.Jiggle    A. Rough engine drive       Inspect drive mechanism 

  at Governor                        a. Check alignment of  

  rod end or                                    gears. 

  terminal                           b. Inspect for rough gear 

  shaft.                                teeth, eccentric gears, 

                                        or excessive backlash 

                                        in gear train. 

                                     c. Check gear keys & nuts 

                                        or set screws holding 

                                        drive gears to shafts. 

                                     d. check engine vibration 

                                        damper. 

                                     e. If governor has serrated 

                                        drive shaft, check for  

                                        wear of shaft and  

                                        serrated coupling  

 

             

 

  B. Failure of flexible    Remove, dissemble and clean 

               drive in fly-weight    flyweight head parts. 

               head.                       

                                        

                                      Check spring and install 

                                      new spring coupling assembly 

                                      if necessary. Centre the  

                                      coupling for equal travel 

                                      in opposite directions. 

 

            C. Governor not bolted    Loosen screws, disconnect 

               down evenly on engine  fuel linkage and turn 

               mounting pad.          governor 45 degree cw and 

                                      ccw.Tighten screws.  

                                             

4.Engine    A. Low Governor oil       See item 2-A of this 

  is slow      pressure               Table. 

  to reco 

  -ver from 
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  a speed   B. Fuel supply restricted Clean fuel filters and 

  deviation                           Fuel supply lines. 

  from a  

  change 

  in load   C. Engine may be          Reduce the load 

  or slow         overloaded 

  to res- 

  pond to   D. Supercharger does not  Overhaul the turbo. 

  change       come to new speed quick- 

  in speed     ly to supply sufficient 

  setting      air to burn the added  

               fuel. 

 

5.Engine    A. Fuel racks do not open a. Check rack stops & 

  does         enough                    adjust as necessary 

  not                                 b. Check linkage between 

  pick                                   governor and fuel pumps        

  up                                     and adjust if necessary.   

  rated                               c. Gov.oil pressure may be  

  full                                   too low. See Item 2-A        

  load                                   of this Table.   

    

            B. Supercharger does not     Overhaul supercharger. 

               supply sufficient air 

 

6. Engine   A. Governor action           Adjust needle valve 

   over-          underdamped                opening. 

   speeds 

   on  

   starting 

 

 

 

7. Engine   A. Governor action           Adjust needle valve 

   stalls      underdamped.              opening. 

   on decel 

   -eration 

   to 

   minimum  B. Compensation not being    Check rack linkage 

   speed.      cut off at idle.          setting. 

 

Fuel limiter troubles such as erratic operation or slow  

response to changes in manifold air pressure are usually the  

result of oil contamination. Correct this type of trouble by  

flushing the governor with fuel oil or kerosene. 

 

 

8. Hard        The fuel limiter's sipho-  Replace check valve. 

   starting    ning check valve leaking       

   and/or      Sensor piston goes to 

   excessive   max fuel position at 
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   smoke       start-up then returns to 

   for short   min fuel position as 

   duration    housing refills with oil. 

   during 

   starting 

   after 

   a rela- 

   tively 

   long 

   shutdown 

   period.      

 

9. Excessi-  A. Fuel limiter orifice   Drain governor oil, flush 

   ve smoke     pack clogged sensor    gov. with fuel oil or  

   during       piston goes to and     kerosene. Refill with 

   acceler-     remains at max fuel    clean oil, operate for a 

   ation        position.              short time, drain and 

                                       refill. If necessary remove 

                                       fuel limiter orifice pack 

                                       disassemble and clean. 

 

             B. Fuel limiter not       Adjust as instructed. 

                  adjusted. 

             C. Restoring spring       Replace restoring 

                  fatigued.              spring. 

 

10. Engine     Load control override     Adjust as instructed. 

    bogs       linkage improperly 

    during     adjusted. 

    Acceleration. 

 

11. Erratic   A. Contaminated or foamy  Drain oil, flush with fuel 

    operat-      oil, sludge formation oil or kerosene. Refill   

    ion.                                with clean oil, operate 

                                        for short time, drain and 

                                        refill. If necessary, 

                                        remove fuel limiter,  

                                        disassemble and clean. 

 

             B. Low governor oil level  Add oil to correct level 

                due to air entrapment   indicated on sight 

                                        gauge glass. Check for 

                                        leakage, particularly at 

                                        governor drive shaft oil 

                                        seal. Check manifold air 

                                        pressure line for 

                                        presence of oil which 

                                        would indicate leakage at 

                                        fuel limiter bellows. 

 

             C. Leakage in manifold     Repair leaks 
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                air pressure lines 

                or fittings 

             D.Fuel-limiter bellows     Replace bellows 

               leaking. 

 

 

12. Dead band  Fuel limiter-sensor      Adjust as instructed    

    at low or  piston travel not     

high end   properly calibrated 

of fuel    with manifold air- 

limiting   pressure change. 

schedule 

     

 

SUMMARY 
 
The duty of a governor in an engine is to maintain the engine RPM 

constant. The correction of engine RPM is made by increasing or 

decreasing the fuel supply. In a locomotive engine the duty of 

governor is to maintain both the RPM and HP constant at different 

notches. This is maintained by correcting both the fuel and the 

load on generator (correction of field excitation of generator). 

Generally there are two types of governor used in diesel electric 

locomotives. They are GE (Electro hydraulic) and WOODWARD 

(hydraulic). The sensing device of engine RPM in GE governor is 

electrical, through Tacho-generator taking drive from cam gear.  

Woodward governor senses engine RPM mechanically from cam gear 

through a set of gear trains situated in the base unit. 

 

In Woodward governor there are various hydraulic circuits to 

perform different functions of the engine. The basic governing 

section consists of flyweight assembly, speeder spring, pilot valve 

plunger and bushing, buffer compensation device and power piston 

assly. The duty of basic governing section is to maintain engine 

RPM constant with the correction of fuel supply. The responsibility 

of speed setting section is to set the speeder spring force 

according to the notch position. In this, there are 4 solenoids, 

which are energised, in different combinations according to the 

throttle position as set by the driver. They cause movement of 

speed setting plunger and bushing to increase or decrease fluid 

supply at the top of speed setting piston, responsible for varying 

speeder spring force, according to notch position. The duty of load 

control section is to increase or decrease the field excitation of 

generator in order to correct the HP output of the engine to remain 

constant. It consists of a resistance pack, the resistance of which 

is varied through a vane servo, which is controlled by a pilot 

valve plunger.  

In addition to the above functions this governor has the additional 

facility to shut down the locomotive in case of low lube oil 

pressure of the engine. The fuel limiter section regulates the fuel 
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supply according to booster air pressure. The over riding solenoid 

reduces the power output by reducing excitation in case of wheel 

slip, transition etc.  

 

SELF ASSESSMENT 
 

1. What is the duty of Governor in a locomotive? 
2. Explain the buffer compensation system in basic governing 

section. 

3. Explain the speed setting action of the governor. 
4. Explain the load control function of the governor. 
5. What do you understand by min field start and max field start? In 

which locomotive do they have? 

6. What is the duty of over riding solenoid? How does it work? 
7. Explain the function of low oil pressure safety device in the 

governor. 

8. What is the function of fuel limiting section? How does it work? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


